
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 13 May 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Alan B for always showing determination and integrity; Georgie H and James H 

for integrity and respect. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Joe E for showing determination to succeed in Spanish. Well done; Riley F for 

improved focus and effort in Spanish lessons. Keep it up! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate David A for always working hard, sharing his answers with confidence and 

asking great maths questions; Faye A for showing fantastic determination and hard work in maths every lesson; 

Beren Y for always having a great enthusiasm for maths and being a helpful member of the class! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Jack D for great improvement in maths this week. Keep it up; Filip S for 

always working with determination and trying his best! 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Keira P for going above and beyond in geography; Georgie H for an improved 

an effort in Geography; Laila J for fantastic effort in History! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Faith S for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in 6 week 

Lexonik intervention. Well done; Xander S for showing the values of  integrity and respect by always being polite 

and well mannered. Well done; Jonathan H for showing the value of determination by always giving 100% effort in 

lego club! Well done; Olivia B for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in 6 week Lexonik 

intervention. Well done! 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate alan B for showing determination and vast improvement in science; Zarik U 

for showing determination in science. 

Mr Hayes would like to appreciate David A, Mazigh G, Esther E, Summer B, Kyle M, Amelia C, Mikey B, Emil B, 

Jonathan H, Joshua G, Zarik U and Adriana I for determination in English. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Alan B for excellent effort in History and good contributions in recent 

lessons; Marcello S for outstanding cold call answers and focus in History; Mazigh G, Alydia H, Lucas J and Lacey S 

for always showing integrity and determination in History; Gabriella C for excellent effort in History and helping me 

during break time; Jack D for improved focus and effort in History this week; Leon P and Joe E for always showing 

integrity and determination in History; Poppy Mai F for excellent focus and attitude in History this week; Nicholas 

K for always showing respect in every interaction we have; thank you; Xander S and Freeman W for always putting 

100% effort into his work and focus in History! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Teniola T, Mamudo D, Faith S, Faye A, Kyle M, Tom G, Joel R, James M and 

James H for always demonstrating our 3 core values in every lesson. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Joshua P for showing intergrity during lessons with Mr Wood on Thursday; James 

M for showing intergrity during DT lesson with on Thursday. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Naema A for always being polite and helpful, and for consistently working 

hard. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Alan B, Lucas F, Mazigh G, Sofia M, Lacey S, Bethany E and Beren Y for always 

showing respect, determination and integrity! Well done. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Ava C, Justas M, Leon P, Keira P, Liam P and Rory E for making a wonderful effort 

in English and making excellent contributions to the lesson; Riley F for making significant improvements in his 

approach to learning and focus in lessons. Keep it up; Lacey S for always giving 100%  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 13 May 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Princess A, Milly L, Sean C and Jack B for determination and completing Lexonik 

Advanced. 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Stevie C and Lucas S for always being respectful and kind; Lee B for fantastic 

determination in TT Rockstars; Mark B, Lucas E and Jamie F for integrity and creativity during TT Rockstars; Ruby B 

and Dami A for 100% of our values in TT Rockstars; Ismail Y, Daniel D, Gianluca T, Prosper Oand Charliue H for 

integrity and respect. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Grace R and Clayton D for showing determination to succeed in Spanish. Well 

done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Juozas S, Joana G, Brandan M and Mary-Jane S for showing great focus, 

determination and independent work in the Maths Big Teach! 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Jack M and Ethan H for a brilliant passion in History; Evie C for consistent 

effort in History; Nikita T for a fantastic attitude to learning at all times; Brody T A marked improvement in attitude 

to learning! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Kenzie S and Daniel N for showing the value of determination by always giving 

100% effort in lego club! Well done! 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Stevie C, Augustus G, Katie S abd Mia B for showing determination in science. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Gift E, Adriana M, Emmanuel O and Caitlyn H for determination giving 100% 

in Maths. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Laci W, Keira P, Mary-Jane S, Lorien R, Caitlin K, Alex Y, Imogen B, Nathan 

C, Isabella W, Mark I and Chantelle L for great focus and attitude in History; Chay B for brilliant focus and effort in 

History this week; Alfie M for great attitude and determination to succeed in History; Emily D for huge improvement 

in focus and attitude in History this week. 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate Trapasso G for showing integrity by picking up and passing over someone 

elses golden tickets! Lovely thing to do. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Chay B and Marc J for showing a vast improvement in our 3 core ; Jack M, Lucas 

S, Alfie W, Teddy N and Oliver C for always demonstrating our 3 core values in every lesson; 8A for always 

demonstrating our 3 core values in our PDSE lessons. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Finley F and Emily D for showing determination during DT lesson on Wednesday. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Crystal R for showing focus and determination in our PDS lesson; Sarah T for 

settling into the advisory so well, and making excellent contributions to PDS lessons. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Lucy Jo J and Shade I for always demonstrating integrity and working hard in 

Science. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Nathan C for showing respect, determination and integrity every single lesson 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Lewis C for showing respect, determination and integrity every single lesson 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Riley H for showing respect, determination and integrity every single lesson 



 

 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Joseph W for showing respect, determination and integrity every single lesson 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Hasna B for showing respect, determination and integrity every single lesson 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Amy D for showing respect, determination and integrity every single lesson 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Nikita T for showing respect, determination and integrity every single lesson 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate William R for showing respect, determination and integrity every single lesson 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate James S for showing respect, determination and integrity every single lesson 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Leo M for showing respect, determination and integrity every single lesson 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Ava C for showing determination and giving 100% in her Geography lesson. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Jack M for showing determination and giving 100% in his Geography lesson. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 13 May 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Kyra S and Rebecca J for showing determination to succeed in Spanish. Well 

done; Sam L for showing integrity in DEAR sessions. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Alexis D for being a great addition to our maths class - working hard, being 

engaged and showing determination; Tony D for a displaying a great work ethic this week and making some good 

contributions; Ephrem E for arriving to every lesson with a fantastic attitude, showing tremendous respect and 

working hard; Libbie W for showing great confidence in our new topic and producing some brilliant work! 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Leon B for displaying fantastic determination in DEAR; Maddie K for great 

determination in History; Callum J for consistent effort in History; Grace O for brilliant effort in all History lessons; 

Stefan P for brilliant effort in History! 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Alexis S, Lola G and Sophie E for showing determination in science. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Daisy M for showing excellent determination by always completing tasks in 

English to the best of her ability; Jamie F for excellent Cold Call answers and showing determination in English. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Joel R for showing excellent determination and integrity in History; Harry M 

for positive contributions in History and excellent focus; Mikey C, Vuong N, Nikol K and Wealth O for brilliant 

attitude and effort in History; Grey E, Megan S, Ellis K, Aize I and Lola Y for always engaging with DEAR. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Maddison M, Ila R, Vuong N and Goda S for always demonstrating our 3 core 

values in every lesson. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Louie D for consistent hard work, and for always being helpful and polite; 

Ryan J for always working hard and showing great determination. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Ryan D for showing determination and respect every Science lesson. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Christy W for showing determination and respect every singe lesson!Keep it 

up; Sophie E, Stas M, Keigan C, Jamie M, Libby J, Alex R, Ellie G and Lewis R for always showing determination and 

respect. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 13 May 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Annie B and Jessica T for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Miguel P for making a fantastic start in maths - becoming a valued member 

of the classroom with your great contributions; Tyler C for showing great enthusiasm and engagement in maths 

this week; Alan G for working with great focus and accuracy this week in maths; Lucy D for showing a brilliant work 

rate in maths and a real understanding of our topic; Ruby E for being a fantastic addition to the classroom - following 

every instruction first time every time; Ellie O for creating some brilliant notes during the maths Big Teach this 

week! 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Mahmoud I, Emma C, Olivia A, Chloe H, Abbie H and Faye J for always showing 

determination in English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Joy D and Paul I for consistent effort in History! 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Kate D, Olivia W, Jessica T, Leo B and Paul I for always demonstrating our 3 

core values and doing the right thing all the time. 

Mr Hayes would like to appreciate Liam M, Luke G, Adam C, Abbie-May R, Grace R, Elyse C, Liv C, Sophie J, David 

D, Leo B, Josh M and Aimee B for determination in English. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Adam C for demonstrating our 3 core values in every Maths lesson; Olivia A 

for showing determination and respect in Maths; Ellie C for showing determination to learn in Maths; Reece M for 

demonstrating respect and integrity in every Maths lesson; Leighton H for demonstrating respect in every Maths 

lesson; Josh M and Natasha T for demonstrating respect and integrity in every Maths lesson. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Lee W for always putting in 100% effort to his work and seeking feedback to 

improve; Preslav M for excellent contributions to discussions in class. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Thomas H, Ellie O, Karim S, Reece M, Leo B, Taylor C, Bella B, Marc I and 

Thomas S for good focus and contributions in History 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Taylor C, Elise C, Christopher N, Lann N, Josh M, Prelav M, Natasha T and Lexi 

C for always demonstrating our 3 core values in every lesson. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Kate D for excellent acrylic painting, and for always having a positive attitude 

to her work. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Thomas H and Aaron T for a much improved attitude to learning in Science, 

and lots of positive contributions in class. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Eva C, Annie B, Khaia A, Karem E, Daniel N, Katie J, Harry W, Jess T and Tyler C 

for amazing work and focus, in English. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 13 May 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Taylor L and Ramon A for showing determination to succeed in Spanish. Well 

done! 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Ola A for excellent effort in completing practice papers and seeking feedback; 

Abigail V for demonstrating excellent determination in English lessons - always completing tasks to the best of her 

ability. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Alex S, Liam P, Conner M, Abigail V, Thomas H and Lucy H for excellent 

determinaton to complete past paper questions;  Thomas H, Sam S, Josh M, Josh S, Conner M, Abigail V and Emily 

L for showing determination to attend History revision 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate science set 1 and set 2 for showing determination in our revision sessions 

leading up to their exam next week. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate George T for showing determination in Biology and attending all revision 

sessions. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate everyone in her sociology class for showing determination to succeed in 

Sociology! Good luck for Monday. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Charlie F, Josh B, Lucy H, Liam P, Isabella A, Evan B, Dylan O, Amy M, Ben B, 

Harrison G, Tom H, Jamie O, Kiaya M, Ruby M, Ryan G, Ren N and Kamil L for demonstrating amazing focus and 

determination to succeed in English. 

Mr Hayes would like to appreciate his English Class for demonstrating amazing focus and determination to succeed 

in English. 


